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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, gold and silver have been used as plasmonic materials due to their high electrical conductivities and low dielectric losses. Refractory ceramics, such as titanium nitride (TiN) and zirconium nitride (ZrN), combine these electrical properties with an increased melting temperature, allowing them to be used in higher temperature applications. Additionally, the Ti$_{x}$Zr$_{(1-x)}$N ternary system may allow for the tunability of the optical properties. Combinatorial thin film sputtering was utilized to produce a Ti$_{x}$Zr$_{(1-x)}$N thin film gradient to explore refractory plasmonic materials. Thermodynamically, the Ti$_{x}$Zr$_{(1-x)}$N system forms a solid solution outside of a miscibility gap. Thus, the sample was annealed at a high temperature to enhance crystallization and attempt to form separate phases within the miscibility gap. The as-deposited film will be characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and spectroscopic ellipsometry.

I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

A. Plasmonics

Plasmonics is a field dedicated to the study of the plasmon and its uses. Plasmonic devices are designed to make use of the relationship between the electromagnetic field and a material’s free electrons. When the proper conditions are present and the variables are well controlled, plasmons can be created [1].

A plasmon is a polar quasiparticle produced by striking the surface of a material with light [2]. The electromagnetic field from the light stimulates the free electrons on the surface of the material to begin to oscillate, as seen in Figure 1. The frequency at which the electrons oscillate determines whether a plasmon will form or not. If the frequency is within the material’s natural plasma range, then a plasmon will be produced. This process is generally easier in bulk materials, where the electrons have the space needed to move about freely. However, in nanomaterials, plasmon production is more difficult, as the free electrons in the material are restricted to a smaller area than they are in a bulk material [1].

A plasmon will only absorb the light that oscillates at the same frequency as the plasmon itself. Any other light incident on the surface will be reflected/absorbed. This can be useful for producing electronics that function at the nanoscale (below the diffraction limit) or that have increased efficiency. Additionally, plasmon resonance can be used to detect the presence of chemical and biological toxins in a material, as toxins will alter the reflection angle of the non-absorbed incident light. A change in the reflection angle will indicate the presence of a toxin [1].

Currently, gold and silver are the most common plasmonic materials in use. This is due to the metals’ high electrical conductivity, which is coupled with a low dielectric loss. Unfortunately, gold and silver both have relatively low melting temperatures, thereby limiting their use in higher temperature applications. Transition metal nitrides, on the other hand, are generally used as refractory materials and are therefore appropriate for use at higher temperatures. Materials such as TiN, ZrN, and HfN in particular combine the electrical properties of gold and silver with improved thermal properties and higher corrosion resistance. Utilizing these ceramics could allow for the production of plasmonic devices suitable for high temperature or heavily corrosive environments [3].

Figure 1: Free electrons oscillate in response to the electromagnetic field. If this oscillation is in the correct frequency, a plasmon will be produced [4].
phase onto a substrate (anode) after transport through the plasma or glow discharge [5]. To generate the plasma, the chamber is filled to an appropriate pressure with an inert gas such as argon which is ionized when a voltage is applied across the cathode and anode prior to deposition. Free electrons are responsible for the ionization and as a result, the positively charged ion atoms are accelerated towards the negatively charged target. A series of collisions between the ions and the target surface allow atoms to be sputtered from the target. Common applications for sputtering include depositing thin films for semiconductor and superconducting devices, transistors, other microelectronic devices, optical coatings, and magnetic media applications.

Sputtering is done using either DC voltage (DC sputtering) or AC voltage (RF sputtering) where the alternating current enables insulating materials to be deposited. Figure 2 illustrates the sputtering process, where argon (Ar) is used as the primary sputtering gas. The Ar gas particles are ionized by the applied voltage, accelerated toward the target, and cause atoms from the target material to be ejected from the target, transported through the plasma and eventually condensed at the substrate. These particles from the target material collect and create a thin film while some of the ionized gas particles interact at the chamber walls or are pumped from the chamber.

With reactive sputtering the reactive gas is introduced into the plasma and mixed with an inert gas such as argon, xenon, and krypton [7]. These noble gases are preferred due to their low reactivity with other elements. Composition control of the overall film can be achieved by controlling the relative amounts of inert and reactive gases (i.e. N\textsubscript{2} vs Ar flow). While some processes may involve only using a reactive gas, with the addition of an inert gas, the partial pressure of the reactive gas is one of the variables that will influence the stoichiometry and characteristics of the film [6]. This is a popular technique for growing oxides (O\textsubscript{2}), nitrides (N\textsubscript{2}), carbides (CH\textsubscript{4}), and other compounds for a variety of applications.

Substrate selection is an important component. Each element has a degree of reactivity relative to one another. This influences the ability of each element’s prominence onto the substrate. The degree of prominence is referred to as the “sticking parameter”. Silicon is a popular choice of interest due to the low reactivity of silicon, but in some instances silicon dioxide, an oxide layer, or another element may be grown or deposited in order to improve the adhesion between the depositing element and the substrate.

A technique known as combinatorial sputtering is sometimes implemented. When co-sputtering inside the chamber with sputtering guns on opposing ends, the target atoms approach the substrate in a manner that makes each ends of the substrate rich with the target element closest to the substrate. This allows a composition gradient across the substrate surface and the sample to mimic that of a phase diagram.

The substrate temperature itself can also influence film quality in terms of uniformity and surface roughness. Higher temperatures have been found to decrease surface roughness which is typically desired although phase transformations in the case of co-sputtering must be taken into account.
Sputtering must be operated at low pressures requiring a sufficient vacuum system. Pressure requirements are usually at least $10^{-3}$ Torr - $10^{-7}$ Torr. This is done to ensure a clean environment in the sputtering chamber and protect the sample from any impurities that could possibly contaminate the sample. Figure 3 is an image of a sputtering system used for thin-film experiments. To the far left is the sputtering chamber. Located in the middle is the load-lock chamber. This load-lock is commonly used, but not always, as a medium to allow loading and unloading of the sample while maintaining the sputtering chamber at a low, experimental pressure. There is a stainless steel valve between the load-lock and sputtering chambers to allow the distinct pressure differences between chambers.

### C. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy

Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) is a characterization technique that analyzes the chemical composition of a sample. After preparation, the thin film is loaded into a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The scanning electron beam generates the high energy electrons required to produce the characteristic x-rays. The energetic electrons (typically 10-30 keV) are bombarded onto the sample using a high energy focused electron beam that causes electrons in an elemental shell to move to higher energy levels which relax back down to the ground state and; ultimately produces characteristic and continuous x-rays. X-rays with an appropriate solid angle is absorbed by the detector and the energy from that x-ray is then transformed into an electrical voltage. The electrical voltage correlates with the particular characteristic x-ray, which is representative of a certain element. Multiple peaks are produced to form an EDS spectrum that is then analyzed by the computer software. The plot has energy in keV on the x-axis and the x-ray count on the y-axis. Since every element has electron energy levels with characteristic binding energies, the computer can determine the element(s) present in the area scanned of that sample. The computer software is also able to report atomic percentages for each element present based on calculated sensitivity factors [8].

An EDS instrument has three main components including a detector, pulse processor, and a multiple channel analyzer. The x-ray detector converts the x-rays emitted into the electronic signals. A pulse processor then measures the electronic signals and determines the energy for a particular x-ray. Finally, the data computed is interpreted and displayed for the user to read by the multiple channel analyzer [9]. A schematic of this process is displayed in Figure 5.

Thin films that have undergone reactive sputtering can be analyzed via EDS for fast chemical analysis. The reactive sputtering deposition is used to produce films with controlled composition or stoichiometry. The layer composition for our system generates a combinatorial gradient across the sample ($\text{Ti}_x\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{N}$). One side of the sample should be Zr N-rich and the other TiN-rich with a gradient between the two ends. When multiple samples are produced using reactive sputtering and stoichiometry is important, EDS is a fast way to examine the varying composition. Although analysis of a sample using EDS is a quick tool to identify elements and composition, results can have inaccuracies. The largest limitation is the overlying peaks for different elements. If an element has a low atomic number (typically below $Z=6$), the corresponding energy peak produced may not be present in the EDS spectrum. Another limitation is the thickness must be thick enough for the electron to generate a sufficient number of electrons and not get a convoluting spectrum from the underlying substrate.

### D. X-Ray Diffraction of Thin Film Materials

XRD (X-ray powder diffraction) is a method in which the crystal structure or atomic arrangement of a certain material causes an incident X-ray beam to diffract; the diffraction angles and intensities are measured and used to create XRD patterns [10]. Because measured diffraction peak positions and intensities are unique for each crystalline phase, the foremost purpose of XRD is to identify the phases present in a sample. By detecting the atomic site positions of reciprocal lattice points in a sample, XRD can also be used to classify its crystal system and lattice constants [11]. Although XRD is traditionally performed using powder samples, it can be used to analyze a plethora of materials.
including thin films. XRD is a useful tool for the characterization of thin film materials because it is a non-destructive technique that allows data collection under typically atmospheric pressure. The incident angle of the X-ray beam can be adjusted in order to control the depth at which the sample will be analyzed [12].

The analysis of thin films through XRD can be more challenging than conventional powder samples. Symmetrical reflection measurement geometry, where the incident and diffracted angles are equivalent, is traditionally used to investigate lattice planes parallel to the surface of a powder sample. When thin films exhibit a strong preferred orientation, a symmetrical reflection measurement can only be used to detect one set of lattice planes. An asymmetrical reflection measurement can be used instead, where the incident angle is stationary and shallow. This method is referred to as grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD). Symmetrical and asymmetrical measurements are known as out-of-plane measurements because the normal direction of the lattice planes comes out of the surface of the sample. Recent technological advancements have made it possible to also examine the lattice plane perpendicular to the surface of the sample. This type of measurement is called in-plane measurement because the normal direction of the lattice planes is parallel to the surface of the sample [12]. Schematic diagrams of out-of-plane and in-plane geometries can be found in Figure 6.

\[ \Delta = \delta_{\text{in}} - \delta_{\text{out}}, \]
\[ \Psi = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{|R_p|}{|R_s|}\right), \]

The ellipsometric angles, $\Delta$ and $\Psi$, are now measured and used to solve for $n$ and $k$. The $\Delta$ angle is defined as $\Delta= \delta_{\text{in}} - \delta_{\text{out}}$, where $\delta_{\text{in}}$ is the difference of the phases of the parallel and perpendicular components of the incoming waves and $\delta_{\text{out}}$ is the corresponding outgoing wave phase difference. The $\Psi$ and is defined as $\tan \psi = \frac{|R_p|}{|R_s|}$, where $R_p$ and $R_s$ are the reflection coefficients of the parallel and polarized beam.

The resultant data is then compared to a known model for comparison and identification. This technique can be performed in-situ or ex-situ as well as in static or kinematic mode.

F. Applications of Plasmonic Materials

There are a number of applications of plasmonic materials, ranging from medical applications to data storage. For example, plasmonics can be used to detect chemical and biological toxins in materials. This detection relies on the phenomenon of plasmon resonance. If a toxin is present in a material, it will alter the oscillation frequency of the plasmons, thereby changing the light reflection angle of the plasmons from their characteristic angles. Plasmonics can also be utilized in communications. High strength limitation of the effects of the electromagnetic field to an area below the diffraction limit, coupled with high oscillation speeds, allows for plasmonic materials to be utilized in optical signal processing.

Additionally, plasmonic materials can be used in data storage applications. Such applications involve localized heating of the material, thereby requiring the material to be able to withstand high temperatures. However, the two most commonly used plasmonic materials, gold and silver, have relatively low melting temperatures, rendering them less than ideal for such applications. Refractory materials, such as TiN and ZrN may
provide the necessary thermal stability required for these applications.

G. Why These Nitrides?

As with any material, the properties of TiN and ZrN are determined by their structures. Both nitrides have rocksalt crystal structures, which lends itself well to forming ternary or pseudo-binary conductive films. Additionally, titanium and zirconium fall in the same column on the periodic table, allowing them to have the same electron configuration of \( d^2s^2 \). These partially filled \( d \) electron orbitals give the two metals high electrical conductivities. TiN and ZrN also have good mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties, which, when combined with their crystal structure, makes them stable materials and allows them to be used in a number of applications [1].

The plasmonic qualities of a material are determined by its conduction electron density, which is in turn dictated by which material is chosen. Different transition metals therefore have different conduction electron densities. When ternary conductive films are produced, the plasmon resonance can be controlled by using different metals. Titanium and zirconium are both group IVb transition metals and a ternary conductive alloy of this combination would have a set conduction electron density that produces optical and plasmonic effects within the visible range. Replacing one of the two metals with a group Vb metal, such as vanadium, would shift the plasmon resonance toward a blue wave frequency, while replacing one of the metals with a group III element, such as aluminum, would shift it toward the infrared [1].

The combination of TiN and ZrN is useful for plasmonic applications mainly due to the individual properties of the nitrides. TiN is a tunable material, which can be combined with nitrides of other element groups to form plasmonic films in a variety of frequency ranges. ZrN, meanwhile, is a very stable nitride and can form a solid solution with TiN at higher temperatures, as seen in Figure 9. These material properties grant a ternary film consisting of TiN and ZrN the ability to be used in refractory plasmonic applications, as it would be able to withstand high temperatures and would maintain its stability and tunability when other films may not [1].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Two of the most common plasmonic materials currently in use are gold and silver. These two transition metals have high electrical conductivities coupled with low dielectric loss, which make them excellent for creating plasmons. However, gold and silver have relatively low melting temperatures, which limit their use in extreme conditions. Transition metal nitrides (TMNs), such as TiN or ZrN, are refractory materials that have a balance of desired properties. These materials blend the good electrical qualities of gold and silver with the ability to withstand high temperature and highly corrosive environments. In order for TiN and ZrN to be considered plasmonic materials, however, they must have certain optical properties. TiN and ZrN thin films will be sputtered in a gradient from TiN to ZrN across the width of a silicon wafer that has been oxidized to produce a thin coating of silicon dioxide. The as-deposited coating will be characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). The film will be annealed to determine if the film can achieve crystallinity without non-ambient temperature
sputtering. The annealed film will be characterized in the same manner as the as-deposited film.

III. NON-SCIENTIFIC IMPLICATIONS

Using new materials to produce plasmonics may reduce the cost of such products, especially since the current materials in use, gold and silver, are precious metals. This designation increases the cost of use, and a switch to lower cost materials may make plasmonic devices more affordable. Changing the material may also affect international trade, as countries that produce gold and silver may suddenly have to export smaller quantities. However, these considerations may not be necessary for this project, as it is more exploratory.

IV. METHODS

A. Sputtering

All samples were co-sputtered with a 200 W bias on the Ti and Zr targets using AC Voltage (RF Power) with an experimental chamber pressure of 5 mTorr, and flow rates of 20 sccm Ar for the inert gas and 5 sccm N for the reactive gas. The initial chamber pressure prior to Ar and N flow was 3 \times 10^{-7} Torr and the substrate temperature during sputtering was room temperature (25 °C). The first sample was sputtered for an hour. Based on the deposition rates, the anticipated film thickness should be near 150 nm. Since combinatorial sputtering is used, there should be a composition gradient of TiN and ZrN across the substrate that will resemble a phase diagram. To better suit the grazing technique for XRD, the film thickness needed to be higher, therefore the second and third samples were sputtered for three hours where the anticipated film thickness is 300 nm.

B. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy

After the sputtering process was accomplished, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive electron microscopy (EDS) was used to obtain morphological and chemical data. The sample was cut in half and nine scratches were made along the straight edge of each half, roughly 1 cm apart. The ZEISS MERLIN, located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, was used to analyze both the titanium and zirconium rich sides of the wafer. An even thickness layer was expected throughout the wafer, and distinct morphological changes were expected across the material gradient. The voltage used was 10 keV, the magnification was 100 kX, and the scale was 100 nm.

The ZEISS EVO (Sample 1) instrument, located at the Joint Institute of Advanced Materials (JIAM), and the ZEISS MERLIN (Samples 2 and 3), located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, were required for EDS measurements. EDS was run near each scratch to obtain the elemental composition of the wafer at each point. A voltage of 10 keV and a magnification of 100 kX was used for the EDS measurements. The chosen voltage is roughly double that of the characteristic peak of titanium and was chosen to minimize the contribution from the substrate in the resultant spectra. Peaks were expected at 4.97 keV for titanium, 2.53 keV for zirconium, and 0.397 keV for nitrogen. Since the wafer is made of silicon with a silicon dioxide layer, the presence of silicon peaks around 1.840 keV and oxygen peaks around 0.533 keV was anticipated in the resultant EDS spectra. Sample thickness is important, as the peaks from the substrate must be limited and the nitrogen Kα and titanium Lα peaks must be distinct.

Figure 9: Phase diagram of the TiN-ZrN ternary system. At lower temperatures, there is a miscibility gap where the two nitrides do not form a solid solution. However, at higher temperatures, ZrN is soluble in TiN, forming a solid solution that may be useful for refractory plasmonic applications [16].
C. X-Ray Diffraction

The X’Pert MRD system, located at JIAM was used to perform structural analysis and confirm the presence of a combinatorial gradient across the sample through the utilization of GIXRD. The instrument parameters are listed in Table I. XRD measurements were taken in between each scratch along the sample. A labeled schematic of the diffractometer we will be using can be found in Figure 10. The resulting XRD peaks were analyzed using Panalytical HighScore Plus software.

Table I: XRD Instrument Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (kV)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (mA)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step Size (°)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Range (°)</td>
<td>24 – 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Material</td>
<td>Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka – 1 (Å)</td>
<td>1.540598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega (°)</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry was performed using a J. A. Woollam M-2000U spectroscopic ellipsometer at the Center for Nanophase Materials Science (CNMS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), seen in Figure 11. A total of nine measurements were taken for each sample at intervals across the gradient from TiN rich to ZrN rich. Figure 12 shows a closer look at the sample set up for ellipsometry measurements.

E. Anneal

Sample 1 was annealed in the sputtering chamber at 700 °C for 1 hour 30 minutes at vacuum. The sample was characterized using the same methods as the as-deposited sample. Sample 1 was then annealed again at 1100 °C in Ar for one hour and characterized.

F. Additional Samples

Additional samples (Samples 2 and 3) were sputtered in order to produce a thicker film. The as-deposited films were characterized using the same methods as Sample 1. Sample 3 was also annealed at 850 °C for 3.5 hours and was subsequently characterized using SEM, EDS, XRD, and spectroscopic ellipsometry.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Sample 1

Sputtering of the first Ti\textsubscript{x}Zr\textsubscript{1-x}N sample produced a wafer that contained a compositional gradient that contained a Zr rich side and a Ti rich side. The results of electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy for the first sample are shown in Figure 13. The EDS results suggest that the desired combinatorial gradient along the wafer was achieved. It is clear that the Zr rich side is found near position 1 and the Ti rich side is found near position 9. The N peak is very small and is not around the energy amount for a typical N atom. It is very difficult to obtain results for N peaks due to the small atomic number. The EDS instrument used was not as precise as one would like. It was determined that to obtain a more accurate result of EDS data, the analysis would have to be done on a more accurate instrument.

Conclusion of the results displayed in Fig. 13 are confirmed by observing Table II. Figure 14 shows that at position 1 the Zr fraction is around 90% but as we increase to position 9, the Ti fraction has increased to around 90%. The nitrogen to Zr and Ti fractions is displayed in Figure 15. The graph shows that there was a consistent amount of nitrogen flowing throughout the sputtering process. The final graph, Figure 16, combines the...
two data sets given in Figs. 14 and 15. The expected gradient along the wafer and the nitrogen amount required to obtain a solution of $\text{T}_x\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{N}$ was achieved through the sputtering process.

The SEM data displayed in Figure 17 for the first sample suggests that the thickness for both Zr and Ti rich sides of the sample are not thick enough for further analysis techniques, mainly spectroscopic ellipsometry.

Figure 18 shows the XRD patterns for each composition along the first as-deposited sample, and Figure 19 shows the XRD patterns for each composition along the first annealed sample. The XRD results for both samples suggest that a solid solution is present. The peak on the far right of Fig. 18 corresponds to Si; a large Si peak is present due to the substrate. Annealing at 700 °C had a minimal effect on the XRD data.

The (111) and (200) peaks shift left as the amount of Zr increases, as can be seen in Figures 18 and 19. When Zr is substituted for Ti in the TiN structure, strain is created within the lattice. This is because Zr atoms are larger than Ti atoms. Adding Zr to TiN increases the lattice parameter of the structure, hence the shift toward smaller $2\theta$ positions.

The peak shift is consistent with the composition shift; however, the experimental peak positions are located outside the range of accepted literature values. This has resulted in the inability to complete Vegard’s law calculations for Sample 1.

Figure 20 shows the XRD patterns for each composition along the first sample after its second anneal. The XRD results indicate that annealing at 1100 °C did not yield a solid solution. After the second anneal, the TiN and ZrN peaks begin to decompose and are less prominent than the as-deposited and
Table II: Summary of the Atomic Percent of positions 1-9 for each element. The data obtained was taken on the ZEISS MERLIN SEM instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Position 1</th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th>Position 3</th>
<th>Position 4</th>
<th>Position 5</th>
<th>Position 6</th>
<th>Position 7</th>
<th>Position 8</th>
<th>Position 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>30.87</td>
<td>25.58</td>
<td>33.61</td>
<td>33.62</td>
<td>35.42</td>
<td>33.98</td>
<td>34.31</td>
<td>25.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zirconium</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>29.26</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td>14.05</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>34.47</td>
<td>26.22</td>
<td>29.26</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>23.61</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>21.93</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>23.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>14.82</td>
<td>16.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: The cation fractions for Ti and Zr obtained for each position according to Table II. The combinatorial gradient is seen as the positions increase from 1 to 9, moving from the Zr rich side to the Ti rich side.

Figure 15: The cation fractions for Ti and Zr obtained for each position according to Table II. The amount of nitrogen is consistent with the amount of cation fractions.
700 °C annealed samples. This could have been attributed to oxidation of Ti and Zr as the oxidation temperatures of both elements are near 900 °C. The relative amounts of TiO and ZrO in the middle positions may have caused the peaks to dissociate from the Ti$_x$Zr$_{1-x}$N lattice parameter. This unsatisfactory outcome prompted an anneal temperature less than 1100 °C for future samples.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed on Sample 1 as-deposited. Measurements were taken at an angle of 70°. Sample 1 was discovered to be too thin to achieve accurate results, as there was significant interference from the substrate. The sample is also optically too thin. The e1 values are all positive, as seen in Figures 21 and 22, meaning the sample does not behave metallically. No ellipsometry was performed on the annealed sample, as the as-deposited film was already too thin.

The lack of metallic behavior in the sample is due to excess oxygen in the film.

B. Sample 2

The EDS results for Sample 2 were run using the ZEISS MERLIN instrument located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Results for the second sample indicate that the sputtering process produced a thicker wafer, but with an inaccurate composition. The more accurate instrument produced peaks that were closer to their literature value as seen in Figure 23. The Si peak is not present which would indicate that there was no silicon dioxide contamination in the EDS samples.

---

**Figure 16:** The overall view of the cation fractions for Ti and Zr, as well as the nitrogen fraction obtained for each position according to Table II. The amount of nitrogen is consistent, and the combinatorial gradient is achieved.

**Figure 17:** The ZEISS EVO SEM image using 10.0 keV at a magnification of 100.0 kX for the Zr and Ti rich sides of the first sputtered wafer. The Zr rich side is thicker than the Ti rich side, one around 250 nm and the other around 230 nm, respectively.
results. When one views Table III, however, there are large amounts of oxygen, which suggests that there was oxygen contamination sputtering. This required that a whole new wafer be sputtered to obtain the desired combinatorial gradient.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed on Sample 2 as-deposited. Measurements were taken at an angle of 80°. The measurements at positions 1 and 2 indicate that the film is optically too thin at those positions. There are also visible interference patterns as a result of oxygen in the sample. The oxygen present in the SiO$_2$ substrate layer only accounts for some of the oxygen interference. The excess oxygen interference leads to the conclusion that there was oxygen present in the sputtering chamber during production of the sample. Additionally, the $e_1$ values, as seen in Figures 24 and 25, are still positive, indicating that the sample does not behave metallically. Again, the lack of metallic behavior is due to excess oxygen in the film. Subsequent sputtered samples suggest that there was also excess oxygen in the sputtering chamber for Sample 1 as well.

It should be noted that no x-ray diffraction was performed on Sample 2. This is due to the conclusions drawn from the EDS and the spectroscopic ellipsometry. Because the presence of
oxygen in the sample had been confirmed with ellipsometry, and because it was determined that the sample did not behave metallically, no XRD was performed.

C. Sample 3

The EDS results were taken by the ZEISS MERLIN to obtain optimal peak positions. The combinatorial gradient was again observed for the third sample that was sputtered. The EDS results are displayed in Figure 26.

According to Table IV, there was a large amount of oxygen present in the film even though the combinatorial gradient had been achieved. The presence of silicon in addition to the oxygen could have caused the large spike of oxygen in the scan, due to the silicon dioxide layer on the wafer. There may have also been a leak in the oxygen line leading into the sputtering chamber. Although there is a high oxygen content, a combinatorial gradient was observed and is shown in Figure 27. The Zr content decreases as the positions increase from 1 to 9, while the Ti content increases as the positions increase. The amount of oxygen in the sputtered films follows a similar trend to the amount of Ti. This relationship is most likely due to the higher reactivity of Ti than Zr to oxygen.

Additionally, Ti is an oxyphilic metal and preferentially bonds with oxygen over nitrogen. The presence of residual oxygen in the sample had been confirmed with ellipsometry, and because it was determined that the sample did not behave metallically, no XRD was performed.

Table III: Summary of the Atomic Percent of positions 2-9 for each element. The data obtained was taken on the ZEISS MERLIN SEM instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th>Position 3</th>
<th>Position 4</th>
<th>Position 5</th>
<th>Position 6</th>
<th>Position 7</th>
<th>Position 8</th>
<th>Position 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>28.16</td>
<td>29.16</td>
<td>30.92</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>32.88</td>
<td>35.87</td>
<td>36.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>27.01</td>
<td>25.64</td>
<td>24.23</td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>17.45</td>
<td>15.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>41.52</td>
<td>38.89</td>
<td>33.95</td>
<td>31.08</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>19.65</td>
<td>15.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zirconium</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>27.02</td>
<td>32.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
oxygen in the chamber likely influenced how much Ti was available to bond with the nitrogen. If there was greater than 20 nTorr of residual oxygen present, the films will not behave metallically [17]. As can be seen in Figs. 21, 22, 24, 25, 29, and 30, the films did not behave metallically, indicating the presence of residual oxygen in the chamber and suggesting that the Ti preferentially bonded with oxygen instead of nitrogen. This preferential bonding explains the trend in Fig. 27.

Figure 28 shows the XRD patterns for each composition along the third as-deposited sample. A large Si peak is still present due to the substrate. Similar to the first sample, the (111) and (200) peaks shift left as the amount of Zr increases, as can be seen in Figures 28. Adding Zr to TiN increases the lattice parameter of the structure, hence the shift toward smaller 2θ positions.

The peak shift is consistent with the composition shift; however, the experimental peak positions are located outside the range of accepted literature values. This has resulted in the inability to complete Vegard’s law calculations for Sample 3. The EDS and XRD results indicated that there was no nitrogen left in the sample. Instead, a gradient formed from...
TiO₂ to ZrO₂. Apparently, the film fully oxidized during the anneal.

In conclusion for the XRD results, a solid solution was formed over the compositional gradient in the films as observed from the consistent shifts in the (200) reflections in Figures 18, 19, and 28 as well as the (111) reflection in Figure 28. Only in the Sample 1 – 1100 °C anneal was a solid solution not identified. There is a slight peak split at position 1 for Sample 1 – 700 °C anneal that isn’t seen in the as-deposited plot. This may suggest that there are two super-saturated solutions and that a secondary phase is precipitating out due to the annealing effects in the Zr-rich region. While it might be expected that there be distinct phases of TiN and ZrN present across the film, a solid solution easily forms in this ternary compound. Both TiN and ZrN resemble the rock salt crystal structure and have similar lattice constants. These compounds are highly soluble in each other and as a result, Ti and Zr are both easily exchanged in the unit cell with shifts in composition.

If two separate phases (TiN and ZrN) were present, both with the rock salt structure, then two separate sets of diffraction peaks would have been observed. The diffraction peaks would have been similar in nature but different in details including the peak positions, due to the different lattice parameter for the compounds, and intensity, due to the different number of electrons associate with Ti and Zr. Only one set of diffraction peaks were observed indicating the solid solution Ti₉₁₋₄₋₄ZrₓN was formed.

Previous literature values obtained from several sources were averaged to compare with our results. We were able to reach the stoichiometric composition for TiZrN₂ (1:1 c/a ratio) at positions 5 and 6 for the as-deposited Sample 3. The 20 positions for the (111) (36.5 2θ) [18,19] and (200) (41.2 2θ) [18,19] reflections are consistent with our results. Relative

### Table IV: Summary of the Atomic Percent of positions 1-9 for each element for Sample 3. The data obtained was taken on the ZEISS MERLIN SEM instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Position 1</th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th>Position 3</th>
<th>Position 4</th>
<th>Position 5</th>
<th>Position 6</th>
<th>Position 7</th>
<th>Position 8</th>
<th>Position 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>13.55</td>
<td>18.77</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>28.33</td>
<td>29.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr</td>
<td>41.49</td>
<td>39.67</td>
<td>38.11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>11.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>37.15</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>32.95</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>31.88</td>
<td>28.98</td>
<td>30.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 27:** The overall view of the cation fractions for Ti and Zr, as well as the nitrogen fraction obtained for each position according to Table IV. The amount of nitrogen is consistent, and the combinatorial gradient is achieved.
compositions of Ti and Zr from the EDS data also correlate with a rightwards shift from positions 1-9 in the data. This is expected because as we approach the Ti-rich region of the film, the lattice parameter of TiN (4.239 Å) [20,21,22,23,24] would correspond with higher 2θ values in comparison to ZrN (4.578 Å) [25,26,27,28,29]. In the middle positions, where the stochiometric composition is approached, the literature values suggested a lattice parameter value of 4.439 Å [18,19,30,31].

An attempt to refine the lattice parameters at each position in our data using the GSAS software [32] was found to be difficult, particularly in the desired (111) reflection. This subsequently made it challenging to obtain Vegard’s Law calculations. The refined lattice parameters, particularly in the middle positions, must be between that of both TiN and ZrN, but this was not the case with several attempted refinements. The refined values from the software may have indicated that variables such as sample surface displacement, transparency, and sample volume in the beam in addition to strain in the sample played roles in the discrepancy from previous literature values and peak decomposition in the (111) reflection for figures 18 and 19.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed on Sample 3 as-deposited. Measurements were taken at an angle of 70°. As with Samples 1 and 2, Sample 3 is optically too thin. Visible interference patterns are still present, indicating there was still oxygen present in the sputtering chamber. The e1 values, seen in Figures 29 and 30, are still positive, indicating that this sample also does not behave metallically. Once again, the lack of metallic behavior is due to excess oxygen in the film. Optical properties were not discernable for the annealed Sample 3, as the sample had cracked and was porous after annealing.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The EDS results for the three samples reported high levels of oxygen, most likely from oxygen contamination in the sputtering chamber. The first sample gave evidence of a thin layer of Ti$_x$Zr$_{(1-x)}$N, although the sample was too thin for further measurements. Sample 2 did have a thicker film than Sample 1, although there were large amounts of oxygen present in the film. The combinatorial gradient was achieved for the second sample, but due to the oxygen content a third sample was sputtered. The third sample was thick enough to characterize, but again, there was a large amount of oxygen in the film. The combinatorial gradient was, however, achieved in Sample 3.

The XRD results indicate that there was a compositional gradient created during the sputtering process for Samples 1 and 3, producing a peak shift that lowered the values of 2θ as Zr replaced Ti in the lattice. Additionally, for Samples 1 and 3, the experimental peak positions were located outside of the range of accepted literature values, and Vegard’s Law calculations could not be performed.

Figure 22: The imaginary component data of ellipsometry scans performed on as-deposited Sample 1.

Figure 24: The real component data of ellipsometry scans performed on as-deposited Sample 2.

Figure 25: The imaginary component data of ellipsometry scans performed on as-deposited Sample 2.
The spectroscopic ellipsometry results indicate that none of the films behaved metallically. This behavior can be explained by the presence of residual oxygen in the sputtering chamber, which infiltrated the film and produced nonmetallic behavior. Additionally, Sample 3 cracked and became porous after annealing, which did not allow for optical data to be collected.
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APPENDIX I: SAMPLE IMAGES

Figure 31: Sample 1; (Left) immediately after sputtering; (Right) cut in half and marked, with position 1 at the bottom of the sample and position 8 at the top of the sample.

Figure 32: Sample 2; the gradient is less obvious due the amount of oxygen in the sample.
Figure 33: Sample 3; the gradient is less noticeable than Sample 1, but still clearer than Sample 2.
Figure 34: (Left) Sputtering targets before nitrogen was flowed into the chamber; (Right) sputtering targets after Nitrogen was flowed into the chamber. It is easier to distinguish between the two metal targets in the image on the right.